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LINEAR EQUATIONS AND INITIAL VALUE 
PROBLEMS WITH GENERALIZED RIGHT 
INVERTIBLE OPERATORS 
NGUYEN VAN MAU, PHAM THI BACH NGOC 
Hanoi University of Science) VNUH 
Abstract 
Consider the linear equation with generalized right invertible op-
erator V of the form 
iVI N 
Q[V]x:= L LvmAmnvnx = y, Y E X, (0.1) 
m=On=O 
where 111, N E IN, Amn E Lo(X), AMN = I, AmnXM+N-n c X m, 
Xj:= dom V j , and consider an initial value problem for liner equa-
tion (0.1) satisfying the following initial conditions 
FVjx = Yj, Yj E ker V are given, j = 0, ... ,111 + N 1, (0.2) 
The similar equation with right invertible operatorswere studied 
by Przeworska- Rolewicz D., and others (see [1], [2], [3]). In [4], the 
first author and Nguyen Minh Tuanconstructed the generalized right 
invertible operators. In this paper, we present some new properties of 
generalized right invertible operators and construct general forms of 
resolving operator for the equation (0.1) and for the problem (0.1) -
(0.2). Then we find all solutions of the equation (0.1) and the problem 
(0.1) - (0.2) in a closed form. 
1 Generalized right invertible operators 
Let X be a linear space over a field JC of scalars. Denote by L(X) the 
set of all linear operators with domains and ranges in X. The set of all 
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right ( left, generalized) invertible operators in L(X) will be denoted by 
R(X)(A(X), W(X)) (see [lJ - [3]). 
Definition 1.1 [4J. An operator V E L(X) is said to be generalized right 
invertible if there exists aWE L(X) such that 1m W c dom V, 1m V c 
dom W, VY¥V = V, V 2W = V. Then we shall write V E Rl(X) and 
WER~. 
It is easy to see R(X) c R1(X) c W(X), A(X) c W(X). 
Lemma 1.1. For every VERI (X) there exists Y¥ E R~ such that 
Y¥VY¥ = V, VW2 = W on dom W. 
Write: R~) {W E R~: WVW W, VW2 = W} . 
Definition 1.2. An operator F E L(X) (G E L(X)) such that FX 
kerV, F2 = F and 3W E R~): FW = 0, (G2 = G, GV = ° and 31;V E 
R~): GX = kerW). Then F(G) is said to be a right (left) initial operator 
corresponding t 0 a right inverse l;V of V. 
Denote by Fv (9v) the set of all right (left) initial operators of V E 
Rl(X), 
Lemma 1.2. For every VERI (X) and W E R~), then F E Fv (G E g\l'-) 
corresponding to a W if and only if F( G) is of the form: F I - WV, (G = 
1- VW). 
Theorem 1.1. A necessary and sufficient condition for an operator F E 
L(X)(G E L(X)) to be a right (left) initial operator for V E R1(X) corre-
sponding to aWE R~) is that 
F = 1- WV on dom V, (G = 1- Vl;V on dom W). (1.2) 
Theorem 1.2. (Taylor-Gontcharov formula induced by generalized right ini-
tial operators). 
Suppose that V E R1(X) and Fv = {Ff3}SEf is a family of right initial 
operators corresponding to {Wf3 }f3Ef c R~). Let {Pn} C r, n E IN 0 be an 
arbitrary sequence of indices. Then for every positive integer N the follwing 
identity holds on dom VN. 
N-l 
1= Ff30 + L Wf30 ... , Wf3k - 1 Ff3k Vk + Wf30 ... , Wf3N _1 VN. (1.3) 
k=l 
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Puting in (1.3) W,6k = Wand F6k = F for k = 0, ... ,N, we obtain the 
Taylor formula 
N-l 
1= L 1/Vk FVk + WNVN on dom VN. (1.4) 
k=O 
Lemma 1.2. Let V E R1(X), W E R~). Then 
2 Linear equations with generalized right in-
vertible operators 
To begin with, we consider the equation 
(2.1) 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that VERI (X), dim ker V =1= 0, dim coker V =1= ° 
and W E R~). Then the equation (2.1) has solutions if and only if Y E 
1m VN. If this condition is satisfied then all solutions of (2.1) are given by 
N-l 
X = HINy + L Wkzk, ZO,···, ZN-l E ker V 
k=O 
(2.2) 
Proof. If y E 1m V N then there is Yl E dom V N such that y = VNYI. 
Hence, (2.1) can be written in the form VNX = VNYI. Since V N = V N1/VNV N, 
the last equation is equivalent to V N(x-l;f1NVNYl) = 0. Lemma 1.2 implies 
the formula (2.2). 
Now we consider the equation (0.1) 
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Definition 2.1 Suppose that Q[V] is of the form (0.1). Write 
M N IvI 
Q(A) = L L lVkI- m AmnWN- n - L vVM- m AmNG, (2.3) 
m=O n=O 
where 
m=O 
o if m = !VI, n = N, 
Amn if m + n < !VI + N. 
Then Q(A) is said to be a resolving operator for the equation (0.1). 
Lemma 2.1 \!Vri te 
1M N 
Q(A):= LLwM-mAmnvn, 
In=O n=O 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Q(A) is right invertible ( left invertible, invertible, generalized invertible) on 
X M if and only if 1 + vVN Q(A) is right invertible ( left invertible, invertible, 
generalized invertible) on X M+N. Moreover, if we denote by RQ(LQ' WQ) is a 
right (left, generalized) inverse of 1 + 1V N Q (A) then there exists RQ (LQ' W Q ) 
is a right (left, generalized) inverse of Q(A) such that, respectively 
RQ := 1 - WN RQQ(A) LQ := 1 - lVN LQQ(A) 
WQ := 1 - lVN1VQQ(A) (I lVN Q(A))-l := 1 - VVN Q-l(A)Q(A) 
(2.6) 
Proof. It is easy to see that Q(A) = 1 + Q(A)WN, Q(A) c LO(XM) and 
1 + lVN Q(A) E LO(XlIHN ). 
(i) Suppose that Q(A) is right invertible on X M , i.e. there exists RQ E 
RQ(A) such that RQX1vI C XlvI and Q(A)RQ = 1. 'Write RQ := 1-
W N RQQ(A). It to check that RQ is well defined on X M+N and RQXkI+N C 
XlvI+N. On X M+N we have 
[1 + VVNQ(A)] RQ = [1 + WNQ(A)] [1 - WNRQQ(A)] 
= 1 + WNQ(A) - WN [1 + Q(A)lVN] RQQ(A) 
= 1 + lVN Q(A) - lVN Q(A) = 1, 
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which proves that 1 + W N Q(A) is right invertible on X M +N . 
Conversely, suppose that 1 + WN Q(A) is right invertible on X lv1+N) 
i.e. there exists RQ E RIHVNQ(A) such that RQX lv1+N C X M+N and [1 + 
WNQ(A)]RQ = 1 on X lv1+N. Write RQ = 1 - Q(A)RQH!N. If x E X M then 
U = liVN X E X 1V1+N, Y = RQu E X lv1+N and RQx = [1 - Q(A)RQliVN] X = 
X - Q(A)y E XM' On X M) we have 
[1 + Q(A)vVN] RQ = [1 + Q(A)WN] [1 - Q(A)RQvVN] 
= 1 + Q(A)lIVN - Q(A) [1 + liVN Q(A)] RQ WN 
= 1 + Q(A)liVN - Q(A)liVN = 1, 
which proves that 1 +Q(A)WN is a right invertible on XM' In the same way, 
we can get proofs for the other cases. 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that V E R1(X), liV E R~) and Q[V], Q(A), Q(A) 
are given by (0.1) - (2.3) - (2.5), respectively. 
(i) If Q(A) is invertible then all solutions of the equation (0.1) are given 
by 
N 1 - M+N . 
( 
M+N-l) 
x = [1 - W Q- (A)Q(A)] W y + ~ liVJ Zj ,Zo, ... ,Zlv1+N-l E ker V. 
(2.7) 
(ii) If Q(A) E R(X) then all solutions of the equation (0.1) are given by 
(2.8) 
where RQ E RQ(A) , Zo, ... ,Zlv1+N-l E ker V, Z E ker[1 + liVN Q(A)] are 
arbitrary. 
(iii) If Q(A) E A(X) and LQ E £Q(A) then (0.1) is solvable if and only if 
there exist Zo, ... ,Z.lV1+N-l E ker V and y E X1'v1+N such that 
M+N-l 
VVlv1+Ny+ L Wjzj E [1 + W NQ(A)]Xlv1+N. (2.9) 
j=O 
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If this condition is satisfied, then all solutions of the equation (0.1) are given 
by 
X = [I - WN LQQ(A)] WM+Ny + L wj Zj , zo,···, ZlIHN-l E ker V ( M+N-l) 
J=O 
(2.10) 
(iv) If Q(A) E W(X) and WQ E WQ(A) then (0.1) is solvable if and only 
if the condition (2.9) is satisfied and then all solutions of the equation (0.1) 
are given by 
x = [I - WNWQQ(A)] (WM+Ny + M~-l W'Zj) + Z, 
where Zo, ... ,Zlv1+N-l E ker V, Z E ker[1 + WN Q(A)] are arbitrary. 
Proof. We have 
By Theorem (2.1), we imply 
M+N-l 
(2.11) 
M+N-l L Wjzj 
j=O 
[I + WNQ(A)] x = WM+Ny+ L Wjzj . (2.12) 
j=O 
We have Q(A) = I + Q(A)WN. 
(i) If Q(A) is invertible then Q(A) is invertible on X M. Lemma 2.1 
implies that [I + WNQ(A)]-l .- 1- WNQ-l(A)Q(A). This and (2.12) 
together imply (2.7). 
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(ii) If Q(A) is right invertible then Q(A) is right invertible on XlvI. Lemma 
2.1 implies that I + W N Q(A) is right invertible on XN!+N and RQ := I -
\!lIN RQQ(A) is a right inverse of I + \!lIN Q(A) . This and (2.12) together 
imply (2.8). 
(iii)((iv)) If Q(A) is left (generalized) invertible then Q(A) is left (gen-
eralized) invertible on XlvI. Lemma 2.1 implies that 1+ WNQ(A) is left 
(generalized) invertible on XN!+N and LQ := I - liVN LQQ(A)(WQ := I -
WNWQQ(A)) is a left (generalized )inverse of 1+ WNQ(A). This and (2.12) 
imply that (0.1) has solutions if only if the condition (2.9) is satisfied. If this is 
the case then all solutions ofthe equation (0.1) are of the form (2.10)((2.11)). 
The theorem is complete. 
3 Initial value problems for equations with 
generalized right invertible operators 
To begin with, we consider the initial value problem for the operator V N : 
Find all solutions of the problem 
VNX = y, Y E VNXN, (3.1) 
FVjx = Yj, Yj E ker V are given (j = 0, ... ,N - 1). (3.2) 
Theorem 3.1. Let V E R1(X), dimkerV =f. 0, dim cokerV =f. 0, kerV c 
1m V and let F E :Fv be the right initial operator corresponding to aWE 
R~). Then the problem (3.1) - (3.2) has a unique solution of the form 
N-l 
X = WNy + L 1iVjYj. 
j=O 
Proof. Theorem 2.1 implies that every solution of (3.1) is of the form 
N-l 
x=WNy+ LlVkzk, Zo,··. ,ZN-l EkerV. 
k=O 
Since FW = 0 and VZk = 0, (k = 0, ... ,N -1), we have 
If j = 0 then Yo = Fx = Fzo = Zo0 
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(3.3) 
If j = 1, . . . ,N - 1 then Y j = FVj x = FVW Zj = VW Zj. Since ker V c 
1m V, Yj E ker V then Zj = VW Zj. So Yj = Zj. Which implies the required 
formula (3.3). 
Definition 3.1( d. Przeworska-Rolewicz [1]) 
(i) The initial value problem (0.1) - (0.2) is well-posed if it has a unique 
solution for every Y E Q[V]XM+N' Yo,.··, Y1v1+N-l E ker V. 
(ii) The initial value problem (0.1) - (0.2) is ill-posed if either there exist 
Y E Q[V]XM+N' Yo, ... ,YM+N-l E ker V such that this problem has no 
solutions or the homogeneous problem induced by (0.1) - (0.2) (i.e. Y = Yo = 
... = YM+N-l = 0) has non- trivial solution. 
Definition 3.2. Suppose that Q[V] is of the form (0.1). Write 
M N M 
Q L LWM- mBmnl¥N-n - L WM-mBmNG, (3.4) 
m=On=O m=O 
where 
{ Aon if m = 0 A - ",M Fvk-m+lWA, othen,vise, mn L..k=m kn (3.5) 
Amn is given by formula (2.4). 
Then 1+ Q is the resolving operator for the problem (0.1) - (0.2). 
Lemma 3.1. Write 
M N 
Q:= L Ll¥M+N-mBmnV n, (3.6) 
m=O n=O 
Q, Bmn are defined by (3.4) - (3.5). Then 
(i) QWN l¥NQ. (3.7) 
(ii) FVj(I + Q) = FVj, (j = 0, ... ,NI + N 1). (3.8) 
Proof. (i) We have 
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(ii) For j = 0, ... ,N - I, we obtain 
M N 
FVj (I + Q) FVj + L L FllvM+N-m-j Bmn vn = FVj . 
m=On=O 
If j = N + i, i = 0, ... ,N1 - I, then 
M N 
FVN+i(I + Q) = FVN+i + L L FVN+i~11j\;1+N-m 
m=l n=O 
A1 N (1\;1 ) 
= FVN+i + m~_i~FVi-M+m+lHI Amn - ~ FVk-m+1Hl A kn Vn = FVN+i. 
The Lemma is complete. 
Lemma 3.2. Let Q be defined by (3.6). Then the initial value problem 
(0.1) (0.2) is well-posed if and only if I + Q is invertible on X M +N . 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, we can write the equation (0.1) in the form 
M+N-l 
(I + Q)x = WA1+N Y + L vVj Zj) Zo,···) zM+N-l E ker V (3.9) 
j=O 
The formulae (3.8) - (3.9) and Theorem 3.1 together imply that the initial 
value problem (0.1) - (0.2) is equivalent to the equation 
M+N-l 
(I + Q)x = liVM+Ny + L liVjYj, 
j=O 
(3.10) 
(i) If A = -1 is an eigenvalue of Q, then the corresponding homogeneous 
equation (I +Q)x = 0 has a non-trivial solution, i.e. the problem (0.1) (0.2) 
is ill-posed and I + Q is not invertible. 
(ii) If A = -1 is not an eigenvalue of Q and I + Q is not invertible on 
X M+N, i.e. (I + Q)XM+N g; XI'vJ+Nl then (3.10) is solvable if and only if 
M+N-l 
VVM+Ny + L WjYj E (I + Q)XAJ+N. 
j=O 
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(3.11) 
Fix u E X lv1+N \ (I + Q)Xl'v1+N and let Y := V lv1+N u, Yj := FVju (j -
0, ... ,!vI + N - 1). Then by the Taylor formula, 
M+N-l M+N-l 
W lv1+Ny+ L WjYj = W M +NV lv1+NU+ L WjFVju = u tj (I+Q)XM +N, 
j=O j=O 
i.e. the initial value problem (0.1) - (0.2) is ill-posed. 
(iii) If I + Q is invertible on X lv1+N then from (3.10) we find a unique 
solution of the problem (0.1) - (0.2) 
Now we can prove the main result for the initial value problem(O.l) - (0.2). 
Theorem 3.2. Let V E R1(X), ker V c 1m V, Y E Q[V]Xlv1+N and let 
F E Fv (G E Qv) be a right (left) initial operator corresponding to vV E R~). 
Suppose that Q and Q are given by (3.4) - (3.6), respectively. Write 
M N 
H:= LLwM-mBmnvn. 
m=On=O 
(i) If the resolving operator 1+ Q is invertible then the problem (0.1) -
(0.2) is well-posed and its unique solution is of the form 
x = [I _ W N (1+Q)-lH] (WM+Ny+ M~-l Wi yi ) , 
(ii) If the resolving operator I +Q is right invertible and dimker(I Q) =I=-
o then the problem (0.1) - (0.2) is ill-posed. However, this problem has 
solutions of the form 
where RO E R1+0 and Z E ker(I Q) is arbitrary. 
(iii) If the resolving operator I +Q is left invertible, dim coker (I +Q) =I=- 0 
and Lo E L1+0 then the problem (0.1) - (0.2) is ill-posed and has a solution 
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if and only if the condition (3.11) is satisfied. If this is the case then a unique 
solution is 
x ~ (I - WlV L(jH) ( W M+N y + M~-l WjYj) . 
(iv) If the resolving operator I + Q is generalized invertible, dim ker(I + 
Q) =1= 0 and dim coker (I + Q) =1= 0 then the problem (0.1) - (0.2) is ill-posed 
and has solutions if and only if the condition (3.11) is satisfied. If this in the 
case then all solutions are given by 
x ~ (I - WNW(jH) (WM+Ny+ M~-l WjYj) +z, 
where lijlQ E WI+Q and z E ker(I + Q) is arbitrary. 
Proof. It is easy to check that 
I + Q = 1+ HWN I + Q = I + WN H. 
Proving this in the same way as used in the Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.1, 
we get the results. 
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